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Abstract-Present paper outlines certain possibilities for a new approach to the generalized modeling of the dynamics of living 

organism reaction to the changes in its environment. It is shown that there exists common functional “alignment” of the immune and 

psychic responses in the living organism reaction to the changes in the environment. This is manifested in the experimentally 

recorded matching of the response scenarios and activities in the immune and psychic domains. Thus, one may conclude that there 

exist two functionally matched systems (psychic and immune) tracking the external influences and responding to them. On the other 

hand it is feasible that one is actually dealing with a complex inseparable psycho-immune system and experimentally monitors 

different aspects of its activity describing these from two different points of view. Given analysis of available experimental data 

seems to support both of the above alternatives without giving undoubted preferences to any of them. However treating the situation 

form the formal logic point of view certain preferences can be given to the concept of an inseparable psycho-immune system modeled 

in two different ways. This approach can also resolve certain collisions happening with the attempts to describe direct interrelations 

between psychic and immune domains, and can lead the way to higher-level functionality models of the dynamic responses of the 

living organisms. 

Keywords- Psychology; Immunity; Living Organism; Dynamic Responses to Stimuli; Complex System Modeling; Analysis; 

Experiment 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The idea on certain degree of relation between the psychic and immune systems is not new [1], but discussing relations 

between these two domains is extremely complex. Such discussions often leave specialists both in psychology and immunity 

deeply unsatisfied. According to the formal definitions psychology studies the dynamics of the living object interaction with 

the environment (its behavior) [2, 3] and immunology studies the reactions of the living object to the presence of foreign 

structures [4-6]. But from the generalized point of view the overall subject of studies is exactly the same, namely the dynamics 

of the complex living object (organism) and its responses to external stimuli (environment, foreign influences, threats). 

Complex models were constructed to study, describe and forecast such dynamics (here the term model is used in a generalized 

way) with their specific approaches, simplifications to the object made to acquire clearer understanding, meta-language used 

(terminology) etc. Within the context of present paper only two knowledge areas out of many, where such generalized models 

are used, would be discussed, namely the psychological and immunological domains and corresponding model classes. 

Moreover, comparison of the models from these two classes should be done properly, using terms and statements more general 

than the ones taken from within each of these classes. It can be done, for example basing upon the generalized theory of 

modeling [7-10]. 

Two of the selected model classes were initially constructed with different goals in mind. They were developing quite 

independently for a long time, and essentially formed separate areas of knowledge (scientific disciplines). Thus, it is not 

surprising that these models use different descriptive meta-languages (including terminology) and different level of 

generalization or idealization (macro- and micro-levels of description). By the way of construction each and every model is 

intrinsically limited, as it should at the start present a simplified picture of the subject under study, just adequate for achieving 

its goals and providing the possibilities for the better system understanding [9, 10]. Both classes of models today are quite 

developed, were continuously improved and complimented and are successfully used (also for the prognostic purpose, which is 

one of the main reasons of constructing models [11, 12]). During the initial process of a complex living system simplification 

each of the mentioned classes outlined certain functional sub-system as a particular subject. And these functionally separated 

subsystems are generally called psychic and immune systems correspondingly.  

It is worth mentioning here that even with complex inanimate systems (for example mechanical or electronic) a single 
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construction element can often perform multiple functions, and thus with different approaches to the subsystem separation 

some parts can be attributed simultaneously to different sub-systems. So some of the selected subsystems in such case would 

not be independent, but will be intersecting and have one or few common elements. And if this is true for the inanimate 

systems which are generally easier to model than animate ones, it would be very hard to guarantee that psychology and 

immunology domains deal with separate and non-intersecting functional subsystems. 

Thus, it seems that a significant amount of problems arising within attempts of comparison of the psychic and immune 

systems can be attributed to misunderstanding. In many cases it is forgotten that we are not comparing the functional 

subsystems (we have not even proven specifically that such separable subsystems do exist, and if so that they do not intersect). 

And instead we compare the models belonging to very different classes, very often also using the terms and meta-languages 

belonging to these classes. The same time there is a body of experimental evidence pointing to a certain “parallelism” or 

“synchronization” of the psychic and immune responses (e.g. responses of the system “living organism” studied from the 

points of view of two different disciplines) to similar (or identical) environmental changes, again and again raising the 

questions about the relations between the immunology and psychology domains.  

In present paper we propose the formal logic- based approach to treating the interrelations between the psychic and 

immune domains, and outline possible ways of constructing new classes of generalized models, combining the advantages of 

existing psychological and immunological classes for studying and describing the dynamics of the reactions of the system 

“living organism” to the changes in its environment. Within this approach few hypotheses are put forward and analyzed basing 

on existing experimental data. 

II. HYPOTHESES 

With the existence of experimental facts that could be interpreted as pointing out to the similarities in two supposedly 

different domains within the complex system, which are also described by two different sets of dynamic models, one can 

hypothesize and put forward few possibilities for the interrelations formulated below as the hypotheses (A)-(D). These 

possibilities are directly related to the possible relations between two classes of functional models and, possibly, of two 

functional subsystems of the system under study (living organism). 

A. Formal Description of the Hypotheses 

Two selected model classes related to psychic and immune domains are constructed basing upon, and are designed to 

describe and forecast two classes of experimental phenomena happening in the complex living system as a dynamic reaction 

on dynamic changes in the system environment. Very often these phenomena are represented only by indirect reflections, and 

one mainly deals with certain outcomes ai and bi happening as the reaction of the living organism to the same or very similar 

changes in its environment (Fig. 1). We are trying to hypothesize on the possibilities as there is a certain likeness in the 

experimental outcomes in response to similar or identical stimuli.  

B. Coincidence Hypothesis (Random Coincidence) 

Two selected model classes are describing not coupled subsystems of the main system, namely the psychic system and 

immune system (subsystems A and B in Fig. 1A) really existing or functionally separable within the whole system under study.  

Thus the likeness (“alignment”, “parallelism”) of the responses suggested by the experimental data is just a coincidence, 

creating the illusion that the subsystems A and B are somehow coupled. But in the reality there is no coupling, and the 

subsystems A and B are independent. 

In this hypothesis the psychic and immune systems are functionally separable and not coupled at all (are independent). 

C. Parallelism Hypothesis (Parallelism, Synchronization) 

Two selected model classes are describing not coupled subsystems of the main system, namely the psychic system and 

immune system (subsystems A and B in Fig. 1B) really existing or functionally separable within the whole system under study. 

These subsystems are not coupled directly. But there exists a hierarchically superior subsystem C that in response to the 

changes in the environment causes the synchronized responses in the subsystems A and B, showing up as the response 

parallelism indicated by the experimental data.  

In this hypothesis the psychic and immune systems are functionally separable and not coupled directly, but are 

interdependent via the third (unspecified) system. 

D. Coupling Hypothesis (Coupling) 

Two selected model classes are describing coupled subsystems of the main system, namely the psychic system and immune 

system (subsystems A and B in Fig. 1C) really existing or functionally separable within the whole system under study. Mutual 

coupling between subsystems A and B can have both “feedforward” (A -> B) and “feedback” (B -> A) loops. Such coupling 

also could contain multiple loops (possibly involving other subsystems- C in Fig. 1c), and be either linear or nonlinear and also 
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have quite different coupling coefficients in the loops. External stimulation can directly affect one of the subsystems (A) 

causing it to respond; and the response in other subsystem (B) is initiated through the coupling causing experimentally 

recorded response parallelism.  

In this hypothesis the psychic and immune systems are functionally separable and coupled. And the immune processes do 

influence psychic ones and vice versa, though different processes happen in two different subsystems. In a particular case one 

can suppose that the coupling is unidirectional, for example immune system influences psychic one, but not the other way 

around. 

   
                   A                                                                                                      B 

   
 

                   C                                                                                                      D  

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration to the formulated hypotheses A-C correspondingly, see text for details 

E. Integration Hypothesis (Integrity) 

Two selected model classes are describing the dynamics of one and the same meta-system (or its subsystem AB, Fig. 1d), 

but do it from different points of view and using different meta-languages.  

In this hypothesis it is not explicitly correct to talk about the psychic and immune systems, as these in a sense are just 

different descriptions of what happens within unified meta-system (the same features, the same processes, the same 

phenomena, but different points of view). And separating two subsystems basing on the functionality may not be possible or 

may never present a “clear cut”. 

III. GENERAL DISCUSSION ON THE HYPOTHESES 

Hypotheses formulated above are quite generalized, and thus should be analyzed using corresponding general methodology. 

In order to avoid the meta-languages specific to one or another class of models (psychic or immune) we will use higher level 

abstractions and speak of the recognized phenomena in the dynamics of the living system as a whole, happening in reaction to 

the changes of its environment (external stimuli), and of the specifics of these two model classes constructed to describe such 

dynamics. With this approach it does not matter if the recognition of the functional subsystems within the main system is done, 

for example, only for the sake of better understanding. Analysis of the known experimental results will be carried out to assess 

the validity of the formulated hypotheses, and the probability that any of the formulated hypotheses is valid or invalid. We will 

also use more general term “domain” instead of more limiting “subsystem” (psychic and immune domains, instead of psychic 

and immune systems or subsystems).  

It is interesting to start from the discussion of the collisions often happening with the attempts to “directly relate the 

psychic and immune systems”. From the generalized analysis point of view formulated above the attempts of direct 

comparison, or direct interrelating of psychic and immune domains are plainly invalid. First of all in many such discussions the 

model descriptions are confused with the functional subsystems. Moreover, from the generalized point of view, huge success of 
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two different classes of models describing the dynamics of essentially inseparable and very complex living system does not at 

all guarantee that these models describe two in reality separable subsystems (as it is not proven explicitly to be so). Two classes 

of the models were also constructed with very different purposes in mind. Thus in many cases the “contradictions” or 

“similarities” generated by such attempts of direct comparison, even with the attempts of putting into exact correspondence the 

terms and constructions of two different meta-languages used for different classes of models, are imaginary. Instead one can 

set up questions about the relation of the phenomena (classes of experimentally observed phenomena) described by two classes 

of models: are these classes of phenomena related? And if so, what are these relations? Or, maybe these phenomena are 

essentially the same (we just detect different “reflections”, “manifestations”) and we just study different aspects of the 

dynamics of the same system (see formulation of the hypotheses above)? 

It follows from the accepted generalized approach to modeling that the way forward towards improving both of the classes 

of the particular models may be in constructing a new more general class, combining the strongest features of both. Such 

attempt can be successful if new problems that neither of the existing model classes can tackle separately would essentially 

demand such new models, and thus the purposes for new modeling approach are clearly formulated. There is a feeling that 

generating such new class of models is already a necessity. 

It also follows from the generalized approach that certain differences in the discussed two model classes are already “built 

into them” at the earliest stages of their construction. One of the first stages in the model construction is the simplification of 

information about the original complex system (reduction) [9-12]. At this stage only the “major” parameters, facts, patterns 

that are most relevant for the specified modeling purposes are taken into account, and all the rest is neglected (and may or may 

not be taken into account at later stages of the model development). Thus different initial choices made already at the earliest 

stages very much define the model class originating from these initial models. 

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE HYPOTHESES BASING ON THE AVAILABLE EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

One of the major conclusions of the few papers attempting to relate psychic and immune domains is in possible existence 

of certain coupling or connection between these two domains. But most often no discussion on the type of such coupling is 

given. The variety of experimental facts gathered up to date support the idea that the coupling between the psychic and 

immune domains (or, as it is commonly put, between the psychic and immune systems) may be actually quite tight. The 

change in the CD4+ and CD8+ T-lymphocyte numbers caused by the intense physical activities, relaxation, different types of 

physiological and psychological stress is experimentally proven for the animals and humans [13-16]. Suppression of the 

immune response is experimentally observed for mice with depression-like state induced in the inter-male confrontations [17], 

and in clearly depressive humans [18]. Immune reaction stimulation is observed for the aggressive animals (agnostic type 

behavior), and immune reaction suppression is observed for the submissive animals (submissive type behavior) [17, 19, 20]. 

There are experimentally observed differences in the interleukins IL1 and IL2 secretion related to the different aspects of social 

stress (cohabitation, dyadic collisions) [21]. It was also determined that changes in the immune response were dependent not 

only upon stress duration [22] and intensity [23] but also on the presence of psychological discomfort caused by the infantilism 

of the psychological defense mechanisms [24-26]. There is also well supported opinion on the convergence of the mechanisms 

of chronic stress, depression and neuroplasticity down to cellular and molecular levels [27]. 

So basing on the experimental data one can say that psychological and immune responses are working towards common 

goal, supporting the dynamic homeostasis [28-30], or more correctly the homeorhesis [31] (e.g. a special type of dynamic 

equilibrium), needed for the stable functioning of the living organism. The same time visible presence of common targets 

(tasks) for the processes happening in the immune and psychological domains may point to certain functional connection, or 

may be to some overlapping of these domains, to certain “partnerships” between the immune and psychological responses, or 

certain correlation between the processes in these two domains showing up as the correlation in the scenarios and in the ways 

of solving correlated tasks [32]. 

Taking into account specifics of the immune system some authors suggest that one can define it as a certain reflective 

(quasi- sensory) organ of the living organism formed in the course of evolution and used for the detection and response to 

chemical stimuli that are not directly detected by the neural system [27, 33]. Treating the immune domain in such way one can 

say that we include into it certain complex interlinked mechanisms realized on the system, cellular and molecular levels, which 

together provide a multi-level defense. On the other hand, psychological domain relates to the subjective reflection of the 

objective reality (through the processing of sensory signals and perceptively constructed images) regulating the functioning of 

the living organism, and operating at the higher level of system responses.  
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A                                  B 

Fig. 2 Schematic illustration to the correlation of the detected responses, see text for details 

So, basing on the available experimental data (including the facts described above) responses to the changes in the live 

system environment can be clearly detected in the behavioral patterns (Fig. 2A). And also the responses in the psychic and 

immune domain, correlated to each other and to the behavioral patterns can be detected as a reaction to the environmental 

changes (Fig. 2B). So the coincidence hypotheses (A) seems the least probable of all suggested. Additional rationale 

supporting hypotheses (B-D) on the parallelism in responses, coupling and integration of the immune and psychological 

domain can be given by the existence of the generalized task of living organism survival (often “at the instinctive level”), and 

in the necessity of preparing (involving certain short- and long-term planning) to performing certain actions helping such 

survival. Initially e.g. in the processes of phylogenesis the immune and psychological domains have similar functionality and 

common tasks [32]:  

- recognition of the threats; 

- prognosis (forecast of the events); 

- collection of data (recognition and fixation of the successful ways of problem solving and avoidance of the unsuccessful 

ones); 

- counteracting threatening events (environmental changes) and minimizing damage caused by such. 

Multiple related tasks are performed by the sensory systems of the living organism (sight, hearing, vestibular system etc.): 

signal detection, signal transfer and processing, signal encoding, constructing of the sensory image and sensory image 

recognition [34]. Signals coming from all major sensory systems supply information to the “common processing center” which 

assesses the status of the various living organism systems, their dynamics and the changes in the environment [34]. The 

immune and psychological domains are also reflecting the dynamics of the environment and, in some sense, safeguard the 

contacts between the living organism and its environment [32]. 

Sensory systems interact on the spinal, reticular, thalamic and cerebral levels [35]. Especially deep signal integration 

happens in the reticular formation. It is assumed that cortex is responsible for the “integration” of the incoming signals at the 

higher, perceptual level. As the result of multiple interconnections with other sensory and non-specific systems many of the 

neurons become responsive to the complex combinations of different stimuli [34, 36]. Sensory information delivered to the 

brain is used for coordination of simple and complex responses and also forms what we call psychic activity [36, 37]. 

Interaction of the immune and psychic domains is intermediated by the neuroendocrine system [38-42]. Experimentally 

detected similarities of the cytokines secretion within the neural, immune and endocrinal systems, as well as the presence of 

elements of similar structures are symptomatic. These facts allow some researchers to speak of not only the similarities of 

these systems, but of possible interconnections between them and even of their possible integration (declaring that in fact these 

systems are the parts of a larger joint structure) [42-44]. 

Indications of the integration of supposedly different signaling systems strongly support hypotheses (B-D) on the 

parallelism in responses, coupling and integration of the immune and psychological domain, where the integration hypothesis 

(D) seems the most probable. Nature is surprisingly “rational” and in the course of evolution more general mechanisms, 

principles, solution that are effective for a whole range of different situations were generally preserved [43, 45]. Thus one can 

also broaden hypothesis (D) and state, that what we call immune, psychic, neural and endocrine systems interconnected by 

multiple feedback and feedforward coupling loops presenting a larger joint meta-system. And different aspects of this meta-

system are studied by different research disciplines from different points of view. 

For the further hypotheses validation analysis of the results acquired from the experiments with laboratory animals was 

conducted (it is supposed that behavioral variability is much smaller in such experiments [46, 47]). Basing on the animal 

experiments data and numerous observations of human patients (For example, [1]), it is possible to conclude that psychological 

discomfort is influencing immune system. And the experiments with laboratory animals are quite valuable for the studies of 

the living organism reaction to the internal and external stimuli, to the physiological and psychological changes. For example, 

agnostic animal behavior is represented by a complex set of activities observed during the conflicts between the animals of the 

same species including threats and direct aggressions against the opponent (capacity to resist attack, active defense etc.) [47]. 

Demonstration of the submission, fleeing from the threat is attributed to the submissive (subordinate) type behavior [48]. These 

types of psychic reactions are regarded as belonging to the most generalized types of psychological defense mechanisms 
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connected to the influence of the deeply congenital and reflex-based responses. One of the main foundations of such defense 

mechanisms is stereotyping, allowing other animals of the same species choosing effective strategies instinctively, by taking 

similar actions in similar situations. 

Below we review the relevant experimental results acquired for the linear animals with the depressive state, with the 

observed changes happening at the different organizational levels.  Many research activities today target the studies of the 

depressive states across the world. Depressions are unfortunately quite common for the humans of any age and for the 

representatives of all social groups. Depression today is diagnosed for about 10% of the population aged above 40 (almost two 

third of sufferers are women), and for about 30% of the population aged above 65 [49]. Also about 5% of the children and 

teenagers aged from 10 to 16 years suffer from depression [49]. The studies of the depressive state are carried out worldwide, 

and significant amount of data is available. Experimental animals with the depressive state often used in such research are also 

a superb model for studying processes in psychic and immune domains.  

A. Behavioral Compensation of the Depression-like States 

Laboratory of Neurogenomics (Institute of Cytology and Genetics, Siberian Division of Russian Academy of Sciences) has 

selected a new line of laboratory mice, ASC (“antidepressant - sensitive catalepsy”). These mice are the result of backcross 

mating between the animals of the lines CBA and AKR. ASC mice in 85% cases express cataleptic reaction and have a 

tendency to catalepsy with a pronounced depression-like behavior, and are highly sensitive to the long-term exposure to the 

antidepressants [50, 51]. It was experimentally shown that depression-like behavior of these mice manifests itself as the 

reduction in the emotional activity and inquisitive activity in the open-field tests, and in the increased immobility time in the 

forced swimming tests and in the tail suspension tests [50]. It was also proven that catalepsy in such mice is more sensitive to 

the continuous rather than to the acute antidepressant administration, which coincides with the conclusions from the clinical 

observations over the human patients, where the significant clinical effect of the anti-depressants is observed only for their 

steady administration during long periods of time [51]. 

It is now assumed that cataleptic behavior is a certain natural form of the passive defense characteristic for the evolutionary 

early forms of the living organism behavior. This form of passive defense in laboratory mice is clearly connected to certain 

neurochemical and physiological changes [52], and also to the changes in the neural networks of the emotion genic 

hypothalamic-limbic reticular structures of the brain [53]. During cataleptic reaction certain localized areas of the cerebral 

cortex are “witching off”, while the motor activity is present and is supported by the lower brain sections Suppression of the 

responses both to the internal and external stimuli are common in this state, which is supposedly connected to the endogenous 

suppression of the motor activity and with the concentration at the certain most intense stimulus. Catalepsy in humans is a 

common symptom of some severe neuropsychic dysfunctions such as schizophrenia and severe depression, and is also 

characterized by the changing immune status [18].  

Thus one can interpret cataleptic reactions in laboratory mice to the open field and forced swimming experiments as a 

functional psychic reaction directed at minimization of the risks of the dangerously changing external conditions. This happens 

in attempt to reduce the psychic tension through the reduction of the sensory contacts with the environment. Such strategy 

realized within the psychic domain may be regarded as the passive form of the generalized defense strategy. In this case 

cataleptic behavior serves as an extreme form of minimization of visible motions, often together with the “camouflage” 

(“stealth”) mode activated via the neurochemical and physiological changes as a reaction to the stressing factor, in a desperate 

attempt to become ”invisible”. Such behavior also makes sense as a “resource economy” strategy, as the majority of active 

response strategies (active motion, combating threat and adaptation to the changing environment) demand considerable energy 

expenditure. Resource economy (“preventing the depletion of vitality”) is actually among the most fundamental living 

organism strategies [54]. This may be considered as an evolutional extension of the energy conservation laws of the inanimate 

matter towards the laws of animate matter [55, 56]. For example, in chemistry and biochemistry the reaction “pathways” 

mapped in the energy spaces take the routes with the minimal energy expenditures. 

At a first glance, the energy expenditure approach to the parallelism of similar responses in two uncoupled or weakly 

coupled systems seems to be “evolutionary irrational”, as two sub-systems seemingly are involved in duplicated actions. But 

even the “artificial evolution” of complex information-intense inanimate systems [55, 56] leads not only to the parallelism, but 

to the duplication and triplication of some system elements [57]. Such duplication, or redundancy, increases the stability of 

system operation in presence of disturbances and can keep such systems functioning under certain unrepaired damage [57, 58]. 

Such advanced “damage limitation” strategies can also provide certain evolutionary benefits.  

Also, there is an experimentally detected effect of so-called cognitive bias in the anxiety-depression type of behavior, 

where anxious and depressive individuals tend to adopt a pessimistic interpretation of the external stimuli [59, 60]. So in these 

experiments behavioral patterns are also modulated by the consciousness. And this cognitive bias effect can be reversed by 

antidepressant application [60] indicating the modulation of the neuropsychiatric and behavioral effects through the 

biochemical input. 

All in all the above discussions on the “evolutionary rationality” cannot provide any secure ground for declaring the 

parallelism hypothesis (B) more or less probable compared to the coupling or integration hypotheses (C, D). But the 
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coincidence hypothesis (A) seems to be much less probable.  

B. Humoral-level Duplication of the System-level Depressive Behavior 

Inherited predisposition of the ASC mice to the catalepsy is also accompanied by the suppression of the immune response 

to the ram erythrocyte antigen, as compared to the parent CBA and AKR line mice [17, 61]. The state of an immune system 

was also studied for the C57B1/J6 mice with the acquired depressive behavior [19, 62]. The depressive behavior in such mice 

was developed as a reaction to the defeats from the more aggressive partners. Analysis of the immune response in such mice 

have shown that independently from the depression behavior formation time (10 or 20 confrontation days) the number of 

antibody forming IGM-cells at the peak of immune response was lower than in the control group (mice without defeats 

incidents). These experiments also confirm earlier results [63]. It is also shown that laboratory animals with depressive 

behavior have lower testosterone level and exhibit suppression of the cerebral dopamine activity against the background of the 

suppression of the humoral part of the immune system (suppressed synthesis of the humoral mediators) [63-65]. 

Analysis of the above experimental facts leads to the suggestion that reactions in the psychic domain targeting 

minimization of the environment- related threats (and expressed as the depressive behavior) are “reflected” into the immune 

domain (causing decreased immune response). Such visible connection between two domains is characteristic for the 

laboratory animals with both inherited and acquired predisposition to the depression and depressive behavior. One can interpret 

such reflection of the reactions from the psychic domain into the immune one as a part of complex congenital defense 

mechanism of the “passive distancing” with the aggressor. Within the psychic domain it is expressed as a depressive behavior 

(depression), and within the immune domain as a suppression of immune responses. Thus one can already speak about possible 

coupling directed from the psychic to the immune domain. 

Certain connection between two discussed domains can also be interpreted from the information systems point of view. If 

each of the domains is regarded as the functional system treating incoming information and reacting to it, one can speculate 

that both systems somehow exchange the critical information. Special experiments were set up to answer the question if such 

exchange happens directly between two domains or both domains are controlled by the hierarchically higher system. Such 

experiments with the infected mice where the conscious reactions are minimized, allowed for certain direct answers [25]. 

Laboratory mice were infected by a relict microorganisms extracted from the 50 thousand-year-old archaic sediments. Infected 

animal behavior was assessed through open field experiments and compared with uninfected control. Infected animals 

appeared to have increased horizontal motion activity and increased immune responses (phagocytosis activation by spleen 

macrophages). This was accompanied by the decreased research activity and depression of the emotional state (grooming, 

defecation). It means that there exists a response within a psychic domain to the antigen type threat (and according to modern 

views psychic system has no appropriate sensors to detect such threats). Also such response exhibited as psychic anxiety 

results from the actions happening at different levels of organism protection. These resulted in the increased general undirected 

activity (unfounded orientation activity) and depressive behavior (generalized passive defense) over the background of 

immune domain activity suppression. One can speculate that increased undirected activity is a part of the reaction to an 

unrecognized threat from the environment, when the solution is searched for through a random location changing. Generalized 

protection strategies must counteract a widest variety of threats possible; thus the corresponding responses are commonly 

rather unspecific and undifferentiated. 

One can thus speculate that psychic domain is in a sense immunocompetent as the psychic responses are involved in the 

generation of the system-level response (including the immune one) to the external threats. Moreover neural and endocrine 

systems seem to play a role of the “conductor” supervising the coordination of the whole “orchestra” of functional subsystems. 

In these coordinated activities of the overall “response system” psychic and immune domains have their sensorial specificity, 

with “psychics operating at the macro-level and immunity- at micro-level” [32]. Basing on the above authors of [32] proposed 

an idea of the possible functional isomorphism between the psychic and immune domains.  

Referring to the hypotheses formulated above, discussed experimental results support the parallelism, coupling or 

integration hypotheses (B-D). And the coincidence hypothesis (A) seems less and less probable.  

C. Cellular-level Effects of the Social Defeats 

In the experimental studies with laboratory mice submissive (subordinate) type behavior was developed using the method 

of distant sensorial contacts with prolonged confrontations [47, 66-68]. Aggressive and submissive type animals were kept in 

the adjacent sections of a special cage with removable partition. Every day through the duration of experiment this separating 

partition was removed for 10 minutes and animal contacts were monitored. It was possible to distinguish two stages of 

submissive behavior development depending on the history of social defeats. The first stage, “depression onset” was forming 

roughly to the 10th day, and the second stage, “developed depression” was forming roughly to the 20th day of the 

confrontations [47]. It was found that for the laboratory mice (line C57B1/6J) the number of suppressor CD8+ T-lymphocytes 

in the bone marrow steadily increased up to the 10th day of the confrontations (“depression onset” stage) while the number of 

the helpers CD4+ T- cells was unchanged (as compared to the control) [67]. It was also observed, that the number of 

suppressor CD8+ T- cells in the bone marrow measured at the 20th day of confrontations (“developed depression” stage) was 

increasing not only as compared to the control, but to the mice with 10-day history of confrontations as well [68]. It was also 
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observed that for the rats the numbers of T-lymphocytes (CD8+) in the periphery blood was decreasing after 2-hour social 

defeats [69]. 

Thus one can conclude that the intensity of immune system reaction detected at the cellular level follows the intensity and 

duration of the induced stress. In general, the decrease in the numbers of suppressors (T-lymphocytes) in the periphery blood 

of the laboratory animals is detected already in the first hours from the onset of the external threats, and the increase of their 

numbers in the bone marrow is observed after prolonged exposure to the external threats (prolonged stresses). Thus two 

mechanisms seem to be involved in the process. One of them (leading to the decreased numbers of suppressors in the blood) 

seems to be involved into the “rapid response” measures, while another (leading to the increased numbers of suppressors in the 

bone marrow) is involved with the long-term defenses. Thus the immune system (cellular level) is capable of supporting both 

rapid and prolonged reactions in counteracting the external aggression. 

Constructing analogies between the strategies of immune-cellular and psychic domains functionality one can recognize 

certain similarities in the basic congenital active defense mechanisms: “monitoring, control, rejection”. In the psychic domain 

individual behavioral pattern is formed as a reaction on the prolonged external aggression [71]. In turn, the immune domain 

responds with the changes in functional activity of cell populations and migratory properties of lymphocytes, which is made 

possible through changing activity of neuromediator systems of the brain [72]. 

It is also established that submissive laboratory animals with 20-day confrontation history have increased levels of 

corticosteroids and decreased levels of the blood testosterone [73]. It is natural to presume that these are the consequences of 

immune system suppression, caused by changing glucocorticoid and serotonin levels, and the suppressed immunostimulatory 

effects caused by changing testosterone and dopamine levels [74]. Earlier it was observed that the correlation between immune 

activity and testosterone level impacts the reproductivity and survival rates trough increasing adaptability of the animals [75]. 

Such correlation was demonstrated for many animal species and for humans [76], though for submissive type animals this 

evolutionary strategy “acts in opposite direction” [77, 78]. 

One can say that psychic and immune domains evolutionary formed similarly functioning mechanisms and behavioral 

patterns providing multi-level defenses and developing new (non-inherited) strategies preventing living organism from the 

damage and overloads. Other systems of the organism, like neural and endocrine ones also seem to take active part in the 

defense. And if we still treat the immune and psychic systems as fairly independent subsystems, we should conclude that 

psychosomatic regulation of the living organism is carried out via the immune neuroendocrine regulation, and functional 

dynamics of one subsystem is modulated by the state and dynamics of the other one. On the other hand, one can treat the above 

findings as supporting the suggestion that immune and psychic domains are somehow strongly connected or integrated, and 

possibly are hardly separable in context of our discussions (if at all) into two subsystems.  

Referring to the hypotheses formulated above, discussed experimental results support the coupling or integration 

hypotheses (C, D). And the parallelism and coincidence hypothesis (A, B) seem much less probable. 

D. Organ-level Compensation of the Behavioral Depression 

In the experiments with the submissive animals (male mice, line C57B1/6J) after continuous defeats in the male-male 

confrontations (20 days) significant changes were detected in the immunocompetent organs [74]. For example, significant 

decrease in the CD3+, CD4+ and CD8+ lymphocyte numbers as compared to the control was detected in the thymus. Decrease 

in the CD3+ and CD8+ lymphocyte numbers, and CD4+ and CD25+ lymphocyte relative numbers were detected in the spleen. 

Simultaneously the CD8+ suppressor cell numbers were increasing in the lymphatic nodes. 

According to the opinion expressed in [73] for the well onset depressive state the immune system suppression has the 

central origin, e.g. is connected to the dysfunction in the central (thymic) differentiation of the T-lymphocytes caused by the 

changes in the serotonergic and dopaminergic systems. Here we can see another confirmation of the psychic and immune 

systems connections to the neural and endocrine systems. And again, one can speculate that psychic, immune and endocrine 

systems are seemingly the integral parts of a complex meta-system with numerous feedforward and feedback coupling loops. 

This forms additional arguments supporting the coupling or integration hypotheses (C, D). 

If psychic and immune domains are indeed coupled than the signals about the threat are channeled to all subsystems of this 

“block”, and the activation of the psychic defense mechanisms is causing the activation of the immune defenses and probably 

vice versa. Thus it looks likely that within this common “block” multiple defense mechanisms are invoked as the result of 

external signals from the threat, providing both a “rapid response” actions (functional resonance mechanisms) and various 

special counteraction measures basing on the detailed analysis of the situation (structural resonance mechanism). This is a 

strategy of “defending by all possible means” necessary for protection of the very existence of the living organism [32].  

In the experiments described above it was also detected that cellular resources are re-distributed within major organs to 

benefit not only the immune response but also the other major bodily systems. Re-distribution of the cells from thymus, spleen 

and lymphatic nodes may be due to the shift in the neurochemical balance in the cerebral system towards the activation of the 

serotonergic system (it is known that such activation is accompanied by the decreasing activity of the T-lymphocytes [79, 80]). 

The same time the increasing number of the T-lymphocytes in the spleen and lymphatic nodes (CD4+ and CD25+ in the spleen 
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and CD8+ in the lymphatic nodes correspondingly) is regarded to be an indicator of activation of the general serotonin-induced 

immune reactions resulting from the local skin damage happening during laboratory animal confrontations [81].  

Applying some common terminology, it looks that higher-level systems (organ level in this particular case) have a 

possibility of redistributing certain resources for most efficient defense. This can only happen if “situation monitoring” exists 

at the organ level, when higher-level systems monitor the efficiency and control the performance of the lower-level subsystems. 

And such monitoring and regulation involves both biochemical and cell-level mechanisms. Thus psychic and immune domains 

are hardly independent, and the higher level meta-system is hardly a simple sum of these two. Earlier results already prompted 

the suggestions that there is certain isomorphism in the functioning of the psychic and immune systems [31, 82], and both are 

involved in the mechanisms of homeostasis/ homeorhesis [28, 29, 31, 83] providing regulatory mechanisms at the system level. 

This in turn is supported by multiple dependent, independent and partially redundant feedback and feedforward control loops 

with the possibilities of partial hyper-activation and passivation (suppression) of some of the regulatory mechanisms. Thus 

psychic and immune domains are at least deeply integrated and complementary, with the capacity to certain synchronism and 

to delegation of certain monitoring and control functions across the domains. Again, from the point of view of “least 

complexity” it is feasible that we are dealing with some more or less integrated meta-system with united, rather than parallel 

response mechanisms. 

The depth of involvement of and coordination between the psychic and immune domains in counteracting the external 

threats strengthens the idea that these two systems, in fact belonging to a unified complex meta-system. And their separation is 

mainly a historic event, an early step in generating of the two classes of models (psychic and immune) designed to study 

different aspects of functioning of this meta-system. As long as these initial purposes for model classes are kept both of them 

are adequate, and they cannot be regarded as either contradictory or not contradictory to each other by the nature of their 

design. So in a sense we are trying to answer a wrong question. But when the studies of our meta-system come to a certain 

level of complexity (and it seems that this level is reached) the revision of modeling approach is due to happen. Such revision 

must not doubt the achievements of either classes of the models (psychic and immune domains), but must provide a new model 

class, capable of not only absorbing the achievements of already existing classes, but of in-depth description of facts, processes, 

dynamics of the meta-system, which is not possible by any of the existing classes separately or by using simple “sum” of their 

results.  

Referring to the hypotheses formulated above, discussed experimental results support the coupling (C) or integration 

hypotheses (D), and the latter seems more probable. And the parallelism and coincidence hypothesis (A, B) seem much less 

probable.  

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Present paper describes the approach to the immunology and psychology from the formal-modeling point of view, rather 

than using the dominating paradigms from within each of the respective domains. It allows performing critical analysis of the 

experimental facts pointing out to certain similarities in the dynamics of the psychic and immune processes in the course of 

supporting life, which can be hard to explain from within each of respective domains. Following this formal pathway it is 

possible to conclude that the direct attempts to use these two classes separately for the explanation of certain experimental 

results are not fruitful as we are trying to reach beyond the scope of validity for each respective model class. The situation is 

also some burdened by the attempts of either directly joining these two very different model classes, or by trying to make 

direct comparison between them. Basing on the formal-modeling approach we can conclude that it is possible to find a way out 

from these often highly visible but nevertheless imaginary paradoxes. Thus one should accept that none of the model classes 

will be able to describe certain facts lying beyond the validity domain of corresponding model classes and outside the initially 

chosen tasks, which these model classes were created for solving. To explain such facts, one need to construct a new class of 

models combining the achievements of both existing classes, starting from formulating the tasks for this new model, making 

new assumptions and simplifications to the overall picture we have on the functioning of the living organism and so on. This is 

of course a huge task for the future. Nevertheless, certain particular outcomes of the analysis can be useful already today. 

1. One should clearly separate the models (psychology and immunology) describing certain processes within the living 

organism from the subjects (the processes and their experimentally recorded manifestations). Even if one is dealing with 

actually separable subsystems (psychological and immune) of the larger meta-system (living organism) it is not proper to 

conceptually substitute the subsystem itself by its model and vice versa. 

2. Acquired experimental data indicate that psychic and immune domains are hardly separable in performing their major 

functions, stressing the suggestion that psychology and immunology are describing certain aspects of functioning of the same 

complex system (living organism) from different points of view. And certain imaginative paradoxes can appear when these 

two are describing one and the same aspect, event or process.   

3. For proper discussions on the interrelation of the immunity and psychology one should rather follow a generalized 

modeling approach, speaking about two descriptive and prognostic classes of models developed for different purposes within 

different areas of science. Generalized functionality approach, discussing the functioning of large meta-system “living 

organism”, outlining certain functionality-oriented subsystems and functional modules without attributing these explicitly to 
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either immunity or psychology domain, seems to be much more productive. But applying the formal modeling approach one 

can conclude that this is in essence again nothing else than functional modeling. In such capacity, functionality-modeling 

approach can provide a pathway for developing new, is more comprehensive class of generalized models for studying dynamic 

responses of the living organisms. 

4. Known experimental data concerning interrelations of the immune and psychic domains were analyzed following the 

formal logic pathway. Four hypotheses were stated on such interrelation: 

a. Psychic and immune domains are reflecting two independent functionally separable subsystems within living organism, 

and experimental results pointing to certain similarity or parallelism in their dynamics reflecting external influences 

(threats) are due to a coincidence; 

b. Psychic and immune domains are reflecting two independent functionally separable subsystems coupled to a third, 

hierarchically superior subsystem, which “drives” immune and psychic subsystems causing parallelism in dynamic 

responses; 

c. Psychic and immune domains are reflecting two independent functionally separable subsystems coupled directly, or at 

least partly integrated, thus dynamic reactions in each of them will directly depend on the state and dynamics in the 

other; 

d. Psychic and immune domains are just two classes of models describing complex dynamics of the large meta-system 

“living organism” and their separation is only done for the purpose of modeling. In such case separation of domains as 

well as certain functional blocks within both of them may be strongly dependent on the point of view, and at any rate 

cannot be regarded as contradictive. 

Known experimental data were analyzed with the task of finding arguments for the validity of each of the above hypotheses 

in hope to select the most probable one. 

5. Experiments with cataleptic and submissive laboratory animals can be regarded as a good model to assess the validity of 

stated hypotheses. Following general conclusions can be drawn analyzing corresponding experiments with laboratory animals, 

and known data from human patients. 

a. Catalepsy and decreasing behavioral reaction intensity for the mice in depression-like states can be treated as a 

behavioral compensation mechanism, e.g. a psychic reaction targeting minimization of the risks and threats coming 

from outside world (environment). One can regard this strategy as a passive form of the generalized defense. In this 

strategy living organism can realize different forms of “withdrawal” reactions, starting from distancing from and 

ignoring the opponent, as well as different levels of the situation assessment, like threat discrediting and perceptional 

blindness. Active defense and specific concentration at threat tackling demand additional energy consumption, so 

passive defense strategies may be evolutionary beneficial as the one minimizing “energy expenditure”. 

b. Treating the immune and psychic domains traditionally, e.g. as separate subsystems, one can suppose that in general 

terms of the actions these subsystems target the support of behavioral strategies. Behavior is one of the major dynamic 

processes of the living organism determining its well being and survival. Traditionally the psychic activity is assumed 

to be integrally linked to the behavioral patterns. And in such sense other subsystems should provide the support to 

behavioral strategies. But at the deeper level, both psychic and immune domains involve mechanisms controlled by the 

neural and chemical signaling.  

c. Dynamics of the processes traditionally attributed explicitly to either psychic or immune domains carry the features of 

at least certain parallelism. Basing on traditional approach of the separate immune and psychic subsystems above 

conclusion points out to the existence of at least certain coupling between the two. If we suppose that these two 

subsystems are independent, we should accept that in the course of evolution they have developed similar regulatory 

mechanisms of the reaction to the same external perturbations invoked by external threats and acting in parallel. And 

these mechanisms are going rather “deep”, at least down to the cellular level. Though such possibility cannot be 

disregarded it seems much less probable than the possibility of coupling between two subsystems or their at least partial 

integration. 

6. Analysis of the experimental data available today does not allow declaring one of the formulated hypotheses to be “a 

clear winner”. But the majority of collected facts lead to the conclusion that psychic and immune domains cannot be treated as 

independent and similarity in the reaction dynamics is not a coincidence in the context of survival strategies and behavioral 

dynamics of the responses to external threats (e.g. the probability of hypotheses a and b being correct is low). Thus there is a 

necessity to look deeper into the nature of such coupling (hypotheses C, D) or suggest other alternatives.  

7. Basing on the known experimental facts one can formulate a formal logic-based approach, also related to the formal 

modeling point of view. Here we can accept that psychic and immune domains are represented by two classes of models, both 

describing the dynamics of one and the same meta-system “living organism” or one of its large subsystems. And thus the 

separation of the psychic and immune subsystems and their functional blocks is to the large extent imaginary, made to simplify 
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the picture of the overall system dynamics for the modeling purposes. Corresponding model classes already became extremely 

reach in details and both cover multiple hierarchical levels down to elementary biochemical signaling. But they were 

essentially created for certain research and prognostic tasks (which were initially quite different) and even use own meta-

languages. Within this approach any attempts to explain the facts falling out of the scope of these models from within each of 

the classes, as well as their direct simplistic comparison are fruitless and potentially erroneous.  

8. A certain body of experimental facts acquired to the moment outlines the appearing inadequacies in formal separation of 

psychic and immune domains. Thus there is a necessity in constructing of new model classes, describing the dynamic 

processes traditionally attributed separately to the immune and psychic domains in a coordinated way, preserving the 

achievements of both modeling approaches. Such new construction demands clear understanding of the purposes of this new 

class of models. This new class should adequately explain all existing body of experimental data in all cases, including the 

ones where existing classes of models separately or as a “simple sum” are inadequate. Only in such case it would be possible to 

use newly constructed models for the prognostic purposes. One of the challenging areas for testing such models can be the 

modeling and explaining of behavioral mechanisms combating external threats.  

Current paper outlines certain critical issues existing today in hope for initializing open discussion of the specialists in both 

immunology and psychology. Outlined hypotheses still await proper in-depth analysis, but suggested approach may provide a 

path forward. And new experiments set up to prove or disprove formulated hypothesis will definitely contribute to better 

understanding of the dynamic responses of the living systems to changes in their environment. 
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